Albright Scout Reservation Front Field Compass Course

MASTER KEY

Starting Point: Flag Pole in front of Cahoun Activity Training Center

Course #1

Starting Point to Point 1  10 Degrees  Letter F
Point 1 to Point 4        170 Degrees  Letter J
Point 4 to Point 6        294 Degrees  Letter V
Point 6 to Point 2        72 Degrees   Letter B
Point 2 to Point 5        220 Degrees  Letter I

Course #2

Starting Point to Point 2  46 Degrees  Letter B
Point 2 to Point 6        255 Degrees  Letter V
Point 6 to Point 3        94 Degrees   Letter K
Point 3 to Point 1        335 Degrees  Letter F
Point 1 to Point 5        192 Degrees  Letter I